
General Comments (in random order)

“Aimee and the team provided us with a fantastic a service from beginning to end, far

exceeded our expectations. They kept us updated on the renovation works and allowed us to

visit to see the progress and final finish. Nothing was too much trouble and they were happy

to offer advice and support throughout the whole planning process . Our guests all

commented on the fabulous venue, it was simply stunning and there is nothing we would

have changed about our day.”

Mrs Laura Thorne (Parsley)

“We couldn’t have been happier or more grateful to the whole team at Rockbeare Manor for

helping make our special day spectacular. The house was in the midst of the refurbishment

when we booked our wedding but it was clear even at that stage that this was the place we

had been looking for. Aimee was so helpful with everything and answered all the little

questions we had. The food and attention to detail on the day were fantastic. Best wedding

venue in Exeter (in our opinion).”

Mrs Joanna Towns

“We were privileged to be the first couple to marry at the stunning Rockbeare Manor

recently refurbished to what can only be described as impeccable standard. The venue was

beautiful, the grounds were breathtaking, the staff went above and beyond their jobs to

ensure the day went smoothly. The food was delicious, all of our guest commented on the

quality of the food and service. Rockbeare and the team made our day perfect and one we

will remember forever.”

Mrs Claire Harris

“What an incredible team we couldn’t have been looked after so well and the day was

absolutely brilliant, no thing was to much trouble. The venue is stunning the service is

amazing and the food is top quality. We have received so much comments from guests also

echoing our praise for this venue. We genuinely couldn’t have been looked after better.”

Mrs luci pring (russell)

“The venue and grounds are absolutely stunning, it’s a gorgeous place that has that wow

factor in abundance. The service and high standards that the team at Rockbeare Manor

provide are extremely high, they are very professional and made sure that everyone was

happy on the day. Aimee, Andy and their team made everything look effortless, they never

once looked stressed and all the staff looked happy to be there. Great value for money too!

Fantastic venue, cannot praise Rockbeare Manor highly enough”

Mr Nick Denslow

“Appearance is outstanding, feels spotless, but with character having a great feel to it.

Setting is outstanding, great for photos, best photos for the location and great areas inside

to. Our day was a wet day, but rockbeare manour lifted it, Changing last minute day plans



which were a plan B, predicting on the weather, was no hassle and we didn’t need to fuss

one bit! Food superb, staff superb, 100 in effort trying to make the day as special as possible

as the promised the first time we met”

Mr James Beaumont

“We chose to have a relaxed wedding- booked quite late , 5 weeks prior to the day and

nothing was a problem,The venue ,staff and Managers were attentive on the day which ran

very smoothly and many of the quests said what a great time they had and what a great

place for weddings Andy Carveth was there at all the appropriate moments with a calm

efficient manner.The organisation meetings prior to the day were informal, informative and

fun.”

Miss philippa evans



Why They Booked (in random order)

“As soon as we saw the venue we were amazed and we were hoping that the initial service

we were going to receive matched up...which it most certainly did! Aimee was excellent,

very attentive and genuine. There was no pressure from her, she was genuinely happy that

we were visiting. Rockbeare was the first wedding venue we looked at. We went on to look

at others, as we thought best to see what else is out there, but we couldn’t stop.talking

about Rockbeare and everywhere else we went we were just saying It’s not as nice as

Rockbeare and this lady isn’t as nice as Aimee...it was a no-brainer in the end. Amazing

venue, very professional team and superb catering made for an incredible day!”

Mr Nick Denslow

“We are one of the last couples to get married and therefore we were struggling to find a

venue and we just needed to drive up the drive at Rockbeare manor to know that we wanted

to celebrate our special day there.”

Mrs luci pring (russell)

“The venue is stunning and speaks for itself but Aimee and the team filled us with

confidence that they could make our dream day perfect!”

Mrs Joanna Towns

“On our first visit to Rockbeare we could see how much work was being put into the

restoration and knew the end result would be beautiful! When we met with the team we

knew we would be well looked after and they shared our vision of our wedding day. The

support they gave in the early stages of planning made it a stress free and enjoyable

experience - we knew from the start our wedding there would be amazing and it was!”

Mrs Claire Harris

“The location, the atmosphere, so close to my church, you could tell there effort in to detail

for the venue and planing your day even tailoring your food options.”

Mr James Beaumont

“The setting is beautiful,and the recent renovations stunning and appropriate for a property

of this style and location.We have known the property and its surroundings for many years

,and I think the team there have done a brilliant job and were able to organise our wedding

with no fuss and give us and 111 guests a memorable day.Guests came from Canada , New

York ,London and Bath and the afternoon tea and evening supper was also commented on by

our guests as exceptional.”

Miss philippa evans

“On first visiting the venue when the renovation works were still underway, we instantly

knew Rockbeare Manor was where we would hold our wedding. The attention to detail and

quality of the finish stood out for us and we had no qualms about booking our date before



the works were completed. Rockbeare was everything we wanted in a venue, being that bit

different to other venues in Devon and providing an elegant venue in beautiful surroundings

whilst retaining a relaxed feel about it. Aimee was friendly and professional from the

outset. We felt that we wouldn’t be ’just another booking’ and it was obvious we would

receive a much more personalised service throughout the planning process compared to

other venues we had visited.”

Mrs Laura Thorne (Parsley)



Voter Scores

Question Your Score Average

Flexibility and range of options at your wedding venue. 10 9.582

Quality of expertise, advice and guidance received from this

supplier.

10 9.726

Quality of the function rooms/areas you used for your

wedding.

10 9.751

Efficiency and personal presentation of the venue staff. 10 9.812

Quality of the customer service and communication received

from your venue.

10 9.754

Quality of your wedding venue's web presence (web site,

facebook etc).

10 9.551

Value for money 10 9.454
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